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ELISA Open Day – 3rd May 2005
Report on Proceedings

1. The first ELISA Open Day took place on Tuesday 3rd May in the Wolfson
Technology Resource Centre at the University of Edinburgh Main Library.

1.1. As ELISA is not a constituted entity at present, the event relied on volunteer help
and donations. The Open Day was organised by a team of four volunteers, with
a further six people helping out on the day. Nicola Osborne (Edinburgh
University Main Library) and Henriette Sig (Edinburgh Central Library) were
particularly key to the organisation of the day.

1.2. The suite of rooms was provided by Edinburgh University Library & Museum
Service, complementary “welcome” packs were provided by the National Library
of Scotland, administrative support was given by Edinburgh City Libraries &
Information Services. Blackwells Bookshop donated some biscuits and also
extended a personal 10% discount to all ELISA members. To claim your
discount card for you and your staff as associates of ELISA, please contact
Alison Tollick, Deputy Manager at Blackwells alison.tollick@blackwell.co.uk .

1.3. About 66 people attended the event over the day. There were 36 institutions and
organisations represented. A list of participants with e-mail contacts is available.

2. Introductory session on Collaborative Working

2.1. Chaired by Chris Pinder (Chair of ELISA), speakers were Stuart James
representing Ayrshire Libraries Forum, Judith Brown representing Grampian
Information, and Alason Roberts  representing ELISA.

2.2. The aim of this session was to introduce and outline the advantages of co-
operative and collaborative working, together with highlighting some of the
issues that arise. The three speakers gave interesting insights into the
development and workings of the particular collaborative group with which they
are working.

2.3. Stuart James is University Librarian of the University of Paisley and is the
Chairman of the Ayrshire Libraries Forum. ALF’s mission is to “improve
information provision to and learning opportunities for members of the public
through public sector partnerships”. Stuart gave a clear and concise outline of
ALF, what it is and who is in it. He went on to describe the development of ALF
and to explain how ALF fits into the wider picture of collaborative work.
http://library.paisley.ac.uk/alf/alfohome.htm An outline of Stuart James’
presentation is available.

2.4. Judith Brown is Principal Librarian at the Georgina Scott Sutherland Library,
Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen, and she is Treasurer of Grampian
Information. Grampian Information has the primary aim of being “the principal
development agency for information services in North East Scotland with a
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commitment to improve and co-ordinate information provision across all
sectors”. Judith gave an interesting resume of the development of Grampian
Information since 1993, and explained how the group functions. She went on to
highlight some of the various issues that needed to be tackled in developing a
collaborative network across sectors. http://www.grampianinfo.co.uk/ An
outline of Judith Brown’s presentation is available.

2.5. Alason Roberts is Head of Staff Management in the Edinburgh University Library
and Museum Service, she is also on the executive committee of ELISA. Alason
has been continuously involved in ELISA from the early stages and she gave an
excellent outline of the history of ELISA and then offered a personal perspective
of what ELISA meant to her as an active participant.
http://www.elisa.lib.ed.ac.uk/

2.6. All three speakers gave stimulating talks that were enjoyable to listen to and
gave those present plenty of food for thought. Their contribution to the success
of the day was much appreciated.

3. Workshops

3.1. Four workshops were run concurrently based on the work of ELISA Working
Groups which in turn are based on key strands of the Edinburgh Libraries
Strategy. They were; (1) Communications, PR & Marketing (2) Access  (3)
Digitisation/ Collections Management (4) Staff Development & Training. The
same workshops were also offered in the afternoon.

3.2. The aim of the workshops was to identify a number of practical collaborative
projects that could be effectively undertaken by ELISA. At least one of the
projects should be achievable in the short term so as to boost the development
of ELISA. A further aim of the workshops was to allow participants to identify
areas of commonality between ELISA members and to raise awareness of
ELISA’s potential benefit to members.

3.3. Each workshop was led by a different volunteer facilitator all of whom are
members of the relevant Working Group. This was with the exception of the
Digitisation/ Collections Management Working Group that had not been
convened at that point and so was facilitated by the ELISA Development Officer.

3.4. All attendees were invited to participate in the workshops including members of
the hospitality team and the guest speakers.

3.5. Perhaps a number of participants in the workshops had expected answers to
questions from the workshops rather than being required to supply answers!
However, from ELISA’s point of view the workshops were a great success as a
total of 23 practical projects were identified by the different workshops. Some
ideas were recurrent such as, the desire to see a Library Open Doors Day, the
development and expansion of the ELISA website, and the demand for the
development of the Edinburgh Libraries Guide. A listing of the practical projects
is available.

4. “Any Questions” session
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4.1. Chaired by Gordon Hunt, Director of Customer Services, National Library of
Scotland. Discussion Panel members: Stuart James representing Ayrshire
Libraries Forum, Judith Brown representing Grampian Information, Bill Wallace
representing ELISA.

4.2. Questions about collaborative working had been invited from attendees prior to
the proceedings. The questions were invited by the chairman from the floor in
turn, the panel offered answers and comments, and then further comments and
discussion ensued from the floor. The discussion was focussed, fruitful, and
wide ranging as in the allotted hour there was only time for six questions. Brief
notes on the discussion are available.

4.3. The questions were as follows:
1. How can organisations like ELISA be involved with the CILIPS new

chartership framework?
2. Do collaborative ventures such as Grampian Information and Ayrshire

Libraries Forum provide training courses and if so, what are the success
stories?

3. In an organisation like ELISA, how do you collaborate with your competitors?
4. How do you sell collaboration to your parent organisation?
5. How do we measure the benefits of collaboration?
6. Once a collaborative network is established, how can the body of supporters

change from a small number of enthusiasts to a large number of regular
members?

5. Networking opportunities

A primary aim of the Open Day was to offer the opportunity for participants to meet
colleagues. There were attendees from a wide range of libraries and information
services including people from specialist libraries, museums, health agencies, voluntary
organisations, government agencies, public libraries, schools, universities and colleges.
There were plenty of opportunities to talk informally at the Contact Exchange in the
morning and afternoon, and at the regular refreshment and changeover times. Much of
the informal feedback on the event emphasised the value of meeting and talking with
different colleagues.

A big thank you to all who attended.
Being there and participating made a success of the day!


